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Hunters from all over the world have always been 
drawn to the Carpathians. The reputation precedes 
the marvellous landscape and the unique game 
populations. The magic casts a spell over everyone. 
Once you have mastered one of the strenuous 
stalks, you can no longer escape the magic of the 
Carpathians. Even today, the rut, which usually begins 
around 18 September, is the best time to hunt an old 
stag. This is because you can only spot the stag in the 
rustic forests by listening to its rutting calls. Even if 
the hunt demands a lot from the hunter, the sight 
of the capital stag is all the more satisfying. Antler 
weights of between 8 kg and 11 kg are realistic. Even 
stags weighing more than eleven kilograms fall again 
and again. In addition to experience and skill, the 
determination of the respective huntsman also plays a 
decisive role here. And last but not least, the necessary 
pinch of luck must be added. Regardless of the trophy, 
the hunt for a mature stag in the Carpathians is 
certainly the crowning glory of red deer hunting. In 
our excellent local hunting grounds, hunters‘ dreams 
come true! 

In our first-class privately managed hunting grounds, 
the antler weights of mature red deer are between 8.5 
kg and 12 kg. Here it is not unusual for a red deer to 
be stretched to 10 kg or more. Hunting red deer in the 
Carpathians only makes sense during the rut. If you 
want to hunt red deer in Romania, please plan your 
trip so that you arrive between 21 and 23 September 
and allow yourself 6 days. During your stay, you will 
stay in good hotels or comfortable guesthouses where 
you will have everything you need for a cosy hunting 
trip. Romania is one of the most interesting hunting 
countries in Europe and hunting in the Carpathians 
is still something very special today. We and our local 
partners know the best Carpathian hunting grounds. 
When you make your booking, we will pass on your 
individual wishes to our partner, who will then select 
the most suitable hunting ground according to your 
preferences and wishes. The hunting grounds vary 
depending on the level of difficulty and trophy quality. 
As a rule, they are mid-mountain hunting grounds 
that demand a lot from the guest physically. 
However, it is possible to hunt for big game in easily 

Individual arrangement for a red deer hunt:

6 nights in a double bedroom with half board, up to 5 hunting days, hunting guide, hunting licence, trips in the 
hunting ground, preparation and classification  of the trophy. 
per hunter      € 2.380,00
+ Handling fee     €    195,00

      € 2.575,00



Trophy fees Red deer:
Basis of assessment is the whole skull with upper jaw without deduction 
Trophy - antlers with the whole skull.

Antlers up to 6.99 kg  €   2.240,00

7,01 kg to 8,00 kg   €   3.165,00 + €   7,15 je 10 g über   7.000 g

8,01 kg to 9,00 kg   €   3.880,00 + € 11,60 je 10 g über   8.000 g

9,01 kg to 10,00 kg  €   5.040,00 + € 25,60 je 10 g über   9.000 g

10,01 kg to 11,00 kg   €   7.600,00 + € 25,00 je 10 g über 10.000 g

11,01 kg to 12,00 kg   € 10.100,00 + € 71,40 je 10 g über 11.000 g

12,01 Kg and more  € 17.240,00 + € 75,90 je 10 g über 12.000 g

Stag wounded  50 % of the estimated trophy weight by the professional hunter

Game deposit per red deer  €  3.000,00 will be offset against the hunted trophy.

Additional costs:

Travelling (flights)      Transfer airport - hunting area - airport

personal expenses, tips      any hotel costs before and after the hunt 

Trophy shipping       Beverages

accessible hunting grounds. It is incredibly exciting 
when the roaring stags take to the field. You can 
either sit or stalk the deer, on site the stalking is 

organised according to your wishes. Anyone who has 
ever hunted in these magnificent forests will always 
remember them fondly.
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